Ciliary beat frequency and mucociliary clearance. What is the relationship?
Ciliary beat frequency (CBF), measured in vitro, and tracheal mean clearance rate (TMCR), measured in vivo, were studied in 20 nonatopic nonsmokers. CBF, measured by direct examination of nasal cells obtained by a fiberbronchoscopic brush, was 12.1 +/- 1.7 Hz (mean +/- SD). TMCR, assayed by a radioisotope technique, revealed values of 4.3 +/- 1.1 mm/min (mean +/- SD). Both of these values agree with results published by other workers. We attempted to correlate intersubject variation in TMCR with variation in CBF but found no direct relationship, findings similar to those reported in studies done on frog palate epithelium.